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Abstract 
 

Winning in today’s competitive scenario requires top-quality talent. We also know what it takes to build that talent 
pipeline and how much organizations spend on significant financial and human resources to make it happen. However, 
many business organizations that are elegantly planned and have procedures that have been well benchmarked may 
not transfer into a depth of talent at the bottom of the pyramid. Why? This article argues that organizations seeking to 
maximize the value of talent need to act in radically new ways. The author, who has worked as a talent nurturing 
professional with multinational corporations, has attempted to focus on the problems that new hires face, particularly 
those in the entry-level managerial cadre, and has attempted to present a new blueprint for assimilating talent as soon 
as it enters the organization and making the most of it through the writing of this article. The effort is to show how 
talent assimilation initiatives can be made robust and impactful, bringing enormous value and arresting untimely 
departures of talent.  
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